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The first step in the manifestation process is to ASK by getting really clear about what you 
really want so you can focus your attention and energy on it. 

We tend to know what we DON’T want around a subject.  This is contrast.  The more 
contrast we experience, the more clarity we can gain by writing a Universal List: 

1. Get a piece of paper, your journal or download my Universal List template at 
www.corrcoaching.com  

2. If you’re using my template, write what you want to get clear about after I’m going to get 
clear around ____________________, otherwise write it at the top of the page then draw a 
line down the middle. 

3. Head the left column FACT, which is what you don’t want and the right column FLIP. 

4. Write as many don’t wants in the left hand column.  Aim for ten, remember the more 
contrast (don’t wants) the more clarity.  You can update this list whenever contrast, what 
you don’t want, comes into your life and creates more clarity! 

5. FLIP each don’t want by asking the FLIP-SWITCH question What do I want instead? 

6. Write the answer opposite in the right hand column headed FLIP using positive language, 
eliminating the words DON’T, NOT, NO, see my blog for more information 
http://www.corrcoaching.com/blog/dont-not-no-counteracts-the-law-of-attraction/ 

7. Put a line through the corresponding don’t want in the left hand column. 

8. Add any additional wants that come to mind in the FLIP column. 

9. When you’re finished, read your FLIP list.  Does your list make you feel good?   

10. The Law of Attraction is responding to your feelings, so get into the feeling place for 
each FLIP by asking What will that give me?  A sense of? 

11. Update the worksheet opposite the FLIP or write it on your piece of paper. 

The Law of Attraction states I attract what I focus my attention and energy on whether 
negative or positive.  Have you just focused positive attention and energy on what you want 
creating your Universal List?  Keep your focus on your FLIP list and see what happens! 

Take it a step further by downloading and updating my Focus Flow process at 
www.corrcoaching.com and focus your attention and energy on what you want every 
morning or evening. 

Email info@corrcoaching.com if you need any assistance. 

Your Law of Attraction Coach, 
Madeline 
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